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Most people in this area are very environmentally sensitive! 
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- Occoneechee Mountain State Natural Area (OCMO) close to urban areas  
- Its in Hillsborough, 11 miles to C.H., 13 mi to Durham, 30 mi Raleigh, Wake forest, Apex, Greensboro. 
- 96,000 visitors last year – 190 acres 
- Why burn? 

- Hazard from I85/I40 
- Wildlife benefit – stimulate growth in stagnant mature chestnut oak stand 
- Also use as a I&E opportunity to the 100,000 visitors.  Parks plan to hold hikes and put up info boards. 
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- 71 acres may not seem like much but that’s about 40% of this park. And consider the exposer and awareness of 
RX burning these burns created.   

- 100,000 people visit per year! 
- Adding units 5 and 6 will result in 50% of the park being in a burning program. 
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- No SSA within ½ mile to NE so we didn’t need ADM. But wanted the extra reassurance. 
- Reassurance to locals and myself 
- Cover Your Bases?  Yes but it’s worth it. 
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- You can see how everything slope uphill away from I85/40.  Slope and winds will align pulling smoke off 85/40 
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- Use N lines as base line on each block. 
- Use “holding boss” to coordinate all holding resources. – multi agency coordination 
- Wanted all fire to be backing fire as much as possible. 
- Over cautious because we wanted to get it right. 
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- You can see by the parameters that we didn’t want to burn this block “hot”. 
- Learned from burning block earlier in the week. 
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- The decision was made that the max temp would be late enough in the day to keep us within our parameters 
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- This is screen shot of ADM run from day of burn. 
- Smoke is going right were we want it 
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Actual photo from the time of the burn, note the burn unit is over the knob.  
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Another photo from the time of the burn 
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- Next unit to be burned  
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- Pretty benign day but take a look at Wednesday…….. Concerned?   
- Remember I-85 – why is NW wind not a problem? 
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- ADM predicts “yellow” smoke.  Mitigated road by placing “smoke ahead” signs 
- Also notified Town PIO to put out on Facebook 
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- Smoke on left of picture laying in the river bed again.   
- Otherwise there is “yellow” smoke everywhere else. 
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We’re talking about successful ADM burns, so how do we know if it’s successful?   
1. No or minimal smoke impacts.  Also – give feedback to the modeler.  Did the smoke do what was predicted?  

Let them know one way or the other.  We’ve already talked about the lack of smoke impacts and how the 
smoke mimicked the model. 

2. Go back to the objectives of the burn.  Even if smoke did what it was suppose to do, it isn’t successful unless 
you meet your objectives.  Don’t burn just because something will burn.  Wait until the right day so you meet 
your objectives. 
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Burned on left – unburned on right.  Fuel load obviously reduced. 
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Notice the area’s without leaves?  Wind has blown them away.  One of our objectives was to remove 50% of 
10hour fuels.  That’s what keeps those leaves from blowing around and holds them in place.  Looks like we 
accomplished that. 
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- Blueberry was suppressed before burns were conducted.  They were there, but not thriving.   
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Continue to thrive 2 years after burning.  Thicker and taller. 
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More for deer to brows on and baby trees are just cute. 
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- More burns planned for this year – Umstead SP, Town of Cary has inquired about burning some areas, Eno river 
SP…… 

- This is not just for urban areas.  It will open your window and give you more burning days even in rural areas 
without SS issues.   
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